Cloud School - Learner and Parent applications

We are delighted to introduce two new applications for Cloud School: the Parent and Learner apps.

Advanced’s long-term vision is to be the MIS provider of choice for Multi Academy Trusts by enabling our MAT customers to operate more efficiently and positively influence learner outcomes. We know that parental engagement is at the forefront of learner development.

Parents are keen to know how their child is getting on at school on a day to day, or even hour by hour basis. These two new Cloud School make this possible. The parent and learner apps provide a real time view of a child's whereabouts and behaviour. This means parents know instantly if their child was present and on time for their lesson and how they behaved.

Safe and secure
The Parent and Learner apps are simple to download and easy to use. With fingerprint scanning available your parents will feel that their child's data is secure. At a school or MAT level you choose which information you want to share with parents.

Real time vision
We know that child safeguarding is of the upmost importance to your school, your parents and Ofsted. To meet this need the two applications are synced with Cloud School in real time. This means your parents get up to the minute data. If their child isn’t attending their classes or was late can quickly be seen and dealt with keeping the child safe and on course for academic excellence.
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**Behaviour**

Cloud School presents the right information to your teachers at the right time. The availability of a real time view of their child's behaviour means Teachers won't need to contact parents for minor behaviour issues, they can instead post it into Cloud School where it will sync with the application and make that information instantly available to their parent.

These alerts mean a parent can take quick action with their child, whether it is to praise them for doing well or to intervene and deal with an incident of poor behaviour. Access to real time behaviour data means a parent can support their child as and when they need it.

**Benefits**

Both applications improve the level of engagement that you as a school or Trust have with your learners and parents. This strengthens the relationship you have and will positively contribute influence academic achievement.

The key benefits include:

> Improved parental engagement - Your parents will receive instant alerts about their child
> Easy and simple to use - The apps are easy to download and simple to use.
> Go paperless - Reports can be seen in the app which reduces the need to create paper copies
> View attendance and behaviour records in real time - Issues can be dealt with immediately by parents
> View timetable - Knowing where your child is at all times provides peace of mind for your parents.
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